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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper is concerned with a Lotka-Volterra cooperation-diffusion model with a 
saturating interaction term for one species. The goal of the paper is to investigate the asymptotic 
behavior of the time- dependent solution in relation to the corresponding steady-state solutions under 
homogeneous Neumann boundary condition. Some simple and easily verifiable conditions are given 
to the rate constants so that for every nontrivial nonnegative initial function the corresponding time- 
dependent solution converges to one of the nonnegative constant steady-state solutions as time tends 
to infinity. This convergence r sult leads to the existence and uniqueness ofa positive (or nonnegative) 
steady-state solution and the global asymptotic stability of a given nonnegative constant steady-state 
solution. In terms of ecological dynamics, it also gives some coexistence, permanence and extinction 
results for the model. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Cooperat ion  model, Reaction-diffusion system, Saturating interaction, Asymptotic 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Lotka-Volterra cooperat ion system is a wel l -known and extensively studied class of systems 
in the field of populat ion  dynamics.  In the usual cooperat ion system the interact ion term is 
s imply assumed to be proport iona l  to the opposing species (cf., [1] and the references therein).  
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In this paper, we consider the following cooperation system with a saturating interaction: 
Ot L lu=u a -u+ (xe~,  t>O) ,  
Ov 
Ot L2v = v (b -  v + du) (z E ~, t > O), 
Ou Ov 
- = 0 (z  ~ OR, t > 0), O~ Ov 
u(x,o) = uo(x), . (~,o) = vo(x) (~ e ~), 
(1.1) 
where ~ is a bounded omain in R n with smooth boundary 0f~, o denotes the outward normal 
derivative on 0~, and uo(x) and vo(x) are nonnegative C°-functions in fL For each i -- 1, 2, L~ 
is a diffusion operator given by 
L~w = V.  (D i rT ) ,  (1.2) 
where V stands for the gradient operator and the diffusion coefficient Di -- Di(x) is a positive 
Cl+~-function on ~ -- ~U0~. In the above system, the unknowns u and v represent the densities 
of two species (thus only nonnegative u and v are of interest), and the constants a and b are their 
growth rates which may be positive or negative. It is assumed that the constants c, d, and ~/are 
positive, and in this case, system (1.1) is usually referred to as a cooperation-diffusion system. 
In the model (1.1), both species are assumed to grow logistically in absence of the other, 
the interaction term for one species is often known as saturating interaction, and the positive 
constant ~, measures the saturation level of the species. This kind of model describes the situation 
whenever the species are large enough, one of the species displays the saturation at first, and 
the rate at which the species increase is below some maximum value no matter how large the 
other species might be (see [2,3] for more detailed discussions and biological background). For 
some kinds of species, the model (1.1) is more realistic than usual cooperation model. On the 
other hand, since the reaction functions in the model (1.1) are controlled properly, the finite time 
blow-up never occurs, which is somewhat different from the usual cooperation model (cf., [1,4]). 
The boundary condition in (1.1) implies that the population species are confined to f~, i.e., there 
is no migration across the boundary 0fL 
The cooperation system has been widely investigated in recent years, and the most discussions 
are devoted to the usual cooperation system. In particular, the works in [5-7] are concerned with 
the coexistence problem of the usual cooperation system with Dirichlet boundary condition, and 
those in [1] are for the asymptotic behavior of the solution with Dirichlet and Robin boundary 
conditions (and with a > 0 and b > 0), including the finite time blowing-up property. For the 
present system (1.1), the similar coexistence problem and the stability of the coexistence states 
have been treated in [8,9] with Dirichlet boundary condition (and with D~(x) --- 1). Some other 
studies for the cooperation system can be found in [1,10]. 
By the method of upper and lower solutions we know that for every nonnegative initial function 
(uo(x), vo(x)) the system (1.1) has a unique nonnegative solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) (see Theorem 3.1 
in Section 3). From an analytic point of view, a mathematically interesting problem is to deter- 
mine whether and when the solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) of (1.1) converges to a steady-state solution 
as t ~ 0% and to which one if it does converge. Such asymptotic behavior problem is also a 
primary concern in the study of population dynamics in ecology (cf., [1,11,12]). It is obvious 
that under the Neumann boundary condition in (1.1) the constant steady-state solutions of (1.1) 
can be explicitly found from the nonlinear eaction functions in the system. The purpose of this 
paper is to obtain some simple conditions o that for every nontrivial nonnegative initial func- 
tion (uo(x), vo(x)) the corresponding solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) of (1.1) converges to a nonnegative 
constant steady-state solution as t --~ oo. This convergence r sult leads to various sufficient con- 
ditions for the global asymptotic stability of nonnegative constant steady-state solutions (with 
respect o nonnegative initial perturbations) (cf., [1]), and it also gives a sufficient condition 
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ensuring that the system (1.1) has a unique positive (or nonnegative) steady-state solution. In 
terms of ecological dynamics, such convergence property gives some coexistence, permanence and 
extinction results for the system (1.1) (cf., [11,12]). It turns out that our conditions are explicit 
and easily verifiable, and they involve only the rate constants and are independent ofthe diffusion 
coefficients. This property implies that the above conclusions hold true for the corresponding 
ordinary differential system. Our approach to the problem is based on the method of upper 
and lower solutions which has been widely used for both continuous and discrete systems (cf., 
[1,4,13-18] and the references therein). 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we state our main results. Section 3 is 
devoted to some preliminary results. The proofs of the results in Section 2 are given in the final 
section. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
A constant steady-state solution (pl, p2) of (1.1) is governed by 
(a -p1+ cp2 ~ = 0, pl 
7 + P2 ] (2.1) 
p2(b - P2 + dpl) = O. 
It is obvious that this system has the trivial solution (0, 0) and the semitrivial solutions (a, 0) 
and (0, b). Furthermore, if 
a>0,  b+da>O or b>0,  a+c>0,  av+b(a+e)>O,  (2.2) 
then the system has also an unique positive solution (p~, p~) given by 
d(a + c) - b - V + x/(d( a + c) - b - V) 2 + 4d(a 7 + b(a + c)) 
P~ = (2d) ' (2.3) 
d(a + c) + b - 7 + ~/(d(a + c) - b - ./)2 + 4d(av + b(a + c)) 
P~= 2 
We say that the initial function (uo(x), vo(x)) is nontrivial nonnegative if both uo(x) and vo(x) 
are nonnegative and are not identically zero. In this section, we give some sufficient conditions 
so that for every nontrivial nonnegative initial function (u0 (x), v0 (x)) the corresponding solution 
(u(x, t), v(z, t)) of (1.1) converges to one of the above constant steady-state solutions as t --* c~. 
These conditions are given in terms of the rate constants a, b, c, d,: and V. Our first result is for 
the positive solution (p~, p~) in (2.3). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that the condition (2.2) is satisfied. Then, 
(i) for every nontriviaI nonnegative initial function ( uo ( x ) , vo ( x ) ) , the corresponding solution 
(u(x, t ) ,v(x,t))  of (1.1) converges to the positive steady-state solution (p~, p~) on ~ as 
t --* oo / 
(ii) (p~., p~) is a unique positive steady-state solution of (1.1). 
Theorem 2.1 implies that under the condition (2.2), the positive steady-state solution of (1.1) 
is unique and is globally asymptotically stable (with respect to nonnegative initial perturbations) 
(eft, [1]). Moreover, system (1.1) cannot sustain a nonuniform (i.e., spatially dependent) positive 
steady-state solution despite the fact that the diffusion coefficients Di (i = 1, 2) may be spatially 
dependent. In the ecological sense, the convergence property in Theorem 2.1 imphes that the 
u-species and v-species coexist and are permanent (el., [11,12]). 
For the trivial solution (0, 0) and the semitrivial solutions (a, 0) and (0, b) of (2.1), we have the 
following results. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Assume 
a > O, b + d(a + c) < 0. (2.4) 
Then, for every nontrivial nonnegative initial function (uo (x), vo (x) ), the corresponding solution 
(u(x, t), v(x, t) ) of (1.1) converges to the nonnegative semitrivial steady-state solution (a, O) on 
~ as t--* oo. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume 
a + c < 0, b > 0. (2.5) 
Then, for every nontrivial nonnegative initial function (uo(x), vo(x) , the corresponding solution 
(u(x, t ), v( x, t ) ) of (1.1) converges to the nonnegative semitrivial steady-state solution (0, b) on 
as  t ---+ oo .  
THEOREM 2.4. Assume 
a+c<0,  b<0 or - c<a<0,  b+d(a+c)<O.  (2.6) 
Then, 
(i) for every nontrivial nonnegative initial function (u0(x), vo ( x ) ) , the corresponding solution 
( u( x, t ), v( x, t ) ) o~ (1.1) converges to the trivial steady-state solution (0, O) on ~ as t -~ oo; 
(ii) the trivial solution (0, 0) is a unique nonnegative steady-state solution of (1.1). 
Theorems 2.2-2.4 give some explicit and easily verifiable conditions for the global asymptotic 
stability of the trivial steady-state solution and the nonnegative semitrivial constant steady- 
state solutions of (1.1) (with respect o nonnegative initial perturbations). An obvious ecological 
interpretation for these results is that under the condition (2.4) or (2.5) one species survives and 
the other one is extinct, whereas if the condition (2.6) holds true, both species will be extinct 
(cf., [11,12]). 
REMARK 2.1. In the above conclusions, we have assumed both uo(x) ~ 0 and vo(x) ~ 0 in ~. If 
uo(x) > 0 ,5  0 and vo(x) =- 0 in ~, we have u(x,t) > 0 for all (x,t) • ~ x (0, co) and v(x,t) - O 
for all (x,t) • ~ x [0, co) (see Theorem 3.1 in Section 3). In this situation, the system (1.1) is 
reduced to the subsystem 
Ot Llu = u(a - u) (x • ~, t > 0), 
Ou 
o~ = o (z • o~, t > o), 
u(x, 0) = ~0(x) (x • ~). 
(2.7) 
It follows from [1, p. 201] that for every nontrivial nonnegative initial function uo(x) the corre- 
sponding solution u(x, t) of (2.7) converges to the trivial solution 0 on t~ as t --* oo if a < 0, 
whereas if a > 0 then the solution u(x, t) converges to a. This implies that  if uo(x) >_ 0, ~ 0 
and vo(x) -- 0 the corresponding solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) of (1.1) converges to the trivial solution 
(0, 0) on ~ as t ~ cx3 if a < 0, and it converges to the nonnegative semitrivial steady-state solution 
(a, 0) if a > 0. Similarly, we have that if uo(x) =- 0 and vo(x) > O, ~ 0 the corresponding solution 
(u(x, t), v(x, t)) of (1.1) converges to the trivial solution (0, 0) on ~ as t --~ co if b < 0, and it 
converges to the nonnegative semitrivial steady-state solution (0, b) if b > 0. The convergence of 
the solution u(x, t) for the case of both uo(x) - 0 and vo(x) - 0 is obvious. 
REMARK 2.2. Under the condition (2.4), the nonnegative steady-state solution (a, 0) is a unique 
nonnegative steady-state solution of (1.1) in the sense that if (us(x),vs(x)) is a nonnegative 
steady-state solution of (1.1) where us(x) ~ 0 in t2, then we have (us(x), vs(x)) - (a, 0). In fact, 
if (us(x),vs(x)) is a nonnegative steady-state solution of (1.1) where Us(X) ~ 0 in fl, then it 
is the solution of (1.1) corresponding to the initial function (uo(x), vo(x)) = (us(x),vs(x)). We 
have from Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.1 that (u~(x),v~(x)) converges to (a, 0) as t --* c¢. This 
holds only when (Us(X), Vs(X)) -- (a,O). The similar uniqueness holds true for the nonnegative 
semitrivial steady-state solution (0, b). 
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3. SOME PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
In this section, we establish some preliminary results. These results will be useful for us to 
prove the results in Section 2. For convenience, we denote the reaction functions in (1.1) by 
fi(u,v), i.e., 
f l (u,v)=u(a-u+~/TvCV ) ,  f2 (u ,v )=v(b -v+du) .  (3.1) 
It is clear that for each i = 1, 2, the function fi(u, v) is a C 1- function of u and v, and 
Ofl (u,v) > 0, ~(u ,v )  > 0 for all (u, v) • R~_. (3.2) 
OV - -  U ' ~  
Denote by C((~ x [0, oo)) the set of continuous functions in f ix [0, co), and by C 2'1 (a x (0, oo)) the 
set of functions that are twice continuously differentiable in x and once continuously differentiable 
in t for all (x,t) • a x (0, oo). The product spaces of C((~ x [0, oo)) and C2'1(fl x (0, oo)) are 
denoted by C((/ x [0, co)) and C2,~(a x (0, oo)) (taken 2 times), respectively. In view of the 
property (3.2), we call a pair of functions (~2,~) and (~2,9) in C((~ x [0, oo)) a C2,1(f~ x (0, oo)) 
ordered upper and lower solutions of (1.1) if (g, ~?) >_ (~2, 9) and they satisfy the relations 
O~ O~ 
Ot L~ft >_ fl(g,~), 0---t - L2~ >_ f2(g,~), 
0~ 0~ 
0--t - Lie < f l (a ,~) ,  0-~ - L2~ <_ f2 (~,~)  (x • fl, t > 0), 
0g 0~ 0~ 0~ 
- ->0>- -  - ->0>- -  (x•Of l ,  t>0) ,  
Ou-  - Ou' Ou-  - Ou 
~(x,0) > u0(x) >- ~(x,0), ~(x, 0) > v0(x) > ~(x,0) (x e a). 
For the ordered upper and lower solutions (~, 6) and (~2, ~), we define the sector 
(3.3) 
s(~,~;~,~)  = {(u,v) • c(f i  × [0, oo)); (~,~) < (~,~) < (~,~)}. (3.4) 
Our first preliminary result is given as follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. For every normegative initial function (uo(z), vo(x) ), we have that 
(i) the system (1.1) has a unique nonnegative sdution (u(z, t), v(x,t)); 
(ii) the solution component u(x, t) -- 0 on (~ x [0, co) if uo(x) - 0 in a, whereas if uo(x) 7~ 0 
in f~ then u(x, t) > 0 on (~ x (0, co); the same property is true for the solution component 
v(x,t).  
PROOF. 
(i) We take positive constants C1 and C2 such that 
Cx _> max{a+c,  maxu0(x)} 
xEf~ 
C2 _> max {b + dC1, m~n vo(x )} . (3.5) 
Then, (C1, C2) and (0, 0) are a pair of ordered upper and lower solutions of (1.1). By 
Theorem 8.3.1 in [1], the system (1.1) has a unique solution in the sector S(0, 0; C1, C2). 
Suppose (u(x,t),v(x,t)) is any solution of (1.1) with the nonnegative initial function 
(uo(x),vo(x)). We have from (1.1) that 
OU 
0-~ - -  LlU -= g(z,t)u (x e f~, t > 0), 
Ou 
0---~ = o (z • oa, t > o), 
~(x,O) = ~o(x) > o (~ • a),  
(3.6) 
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where g( x, t) = a -u  + cv / ( 7 + v). The maximum principle for scalar parabolic boundary 
value problems implies that u(x,t) - 0 on ~t × [0, co) if uo(x) - 0 in ~, and u(x,t) > 0 
on ~ x (0, oo) if u0(x) ~ 0 in ~t. Similarly, v(x,t) =- 0 on ~t x [0, c¢) if v0(x) - 0 in gt, 
and v(x, t) > 0 on ~ × (0, c¢) if vo(x) ~ 0 in ~. Therefore, the solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) is 
nonnegative. Let wl = C1 - u. We have from (1.1) that 
~2/) 1
Ot LiT1 > gl(x,t)wl (x • ~, t > 0), 
OWl 
=o ( z•o~,  t>0) ,  
Ov 
~(z ,o )  > o (x • ~), 
(3.7) 
where gl(x,t) = a + c - C1 - u. Again by the maximum principle, u(x,t) <_ C1 on 
x [0, o¢). A similar argument using u(x, t) <_ C1 gives v(x, t) < C2 on ~ x [0, c¢). This 
implies that (u, v) • S(0, 0; C1, C2). The uniqueness of (u, v) follows from the uniqueness 
of the solution of (1.1) in S(0, 0; C1, C2). 
(ii) The conclusion in (ii) has been proved in the proof of (i). | 
Let ~ = (~1, b2), ~ = (81, ~2) be a pair of constant vectors satisfying ~ > ~ > 0 and 
Cl a - -51+- - - -~2 ~O~Cl  a- -c1+7+~2] ,  (3.8) 
~2(b - e2 + dh~) _< 0 _< ~2(b - ~2 + del), 
and define a subset A of R~_ by 
A = {(Cl,C2) • a~_; (01,c2) ~_< (c1,c2) ~__ (c1,c2)} . (3.9) 
Let M1 and 3//2 be any positive constant satisfying 
M1 > max {-~fu l  (u,v); (u ,v )•  A},  M2 > max {-~fv2(U,V); (u ,v )•  A} .  (3.10) 
Starting from ~(0) = ~ and _c (°) = ~ we construct wo sequences of constant vectors {~(m)} = 
{ (~m), ~(m)) } and {c (m) } = { (_c~ m) , c~m))} from the recursion relation 
~m) --(m--l) [_(m-- 1) _(rn.-- 1)'~ 
= Cl + f l  ~,Cl , c~ )/M~, 
~m) _(,~-I) /_(~-i) _(m-1)'~ = cz + fz Lcl ,c~ ) /M~,  
(3.11) (m--I) [ (m--l) (m--l)\ 
~_~m) = ~-1 + f l  V_I ,~  ) IMI, 
(m-l) / (,~-1) (~-I)X c~ ~) = ~-~ + /~ U-1 , ~-2 ) / M2, 
where m = 1, 2 , . . . .  The following lemma shows that the sequences {E(m)} and {c (m) } converge 
monotonically to the respective limits ~ = (~1, ~2) and _c = (_Cl, _c2) that satisfy the equations, 
( c~2 )=o,  
C1 a - -c  I + "Y+C2] 
~2(b - ~2 + d~l)  = 0, (3.12) 
( ~2 ~=0, _c I a -c  1+7+c2]  
_c2(b - _c2 + @1)  = 0. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let ~ = (g?l,C2), c = (el,e2) be a pair of constant vectors satisfying ~ > ~. > 0 and 
the relations in (3.8). Then, the sequences {~('~)} and {c (m)} given by (3.11) with -d (°) = ~ and 
c_ (°) = ~ converge monotonically to the respective limits E = (-d~,-~2) and c_ = (c~,_c2) that satisfy 
the equations in (3.12). Moreover, 
_< _c (m) _< c ('~+~) < c < g < g(m+~) _< g(,~) < a, m = O, 1 ,2 , . . . .  (3.13) 
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 2.1 in [16] without t ime delays. | 
It is known that if (~, ¢) and (fi, ~) are a pair of ordered upper and lower solutions of (1.1) 
then the system (1.1) has a unique solution (u, v) in S(z2, ~3; ~, ~) (cf., [1]). Hence, we have from 
Theorem 3.1 that for every nonnegative initial function (uo(x), vo(x)), the system (1.1) has a 
unique solution (u(x,t ) ,v(x,t ) ) ,  and if (~2,~) and (~2,~3) are a pair of ordered upper and lower 
solutions of (1.1) then the solution (u,v) is necessarily in S(~,~);~,~). We observe that the 
constant vector pair ~. = (c1, c2), c = (el,  c2) satisfying ~ > 6 > 0 and the relations in (3.8) are 
ordered upper and lower solutions of (1.1) whenever (al, a2) _< (uo(x), vo(x)) <_ (~1, c2) in f~. By 
an application of Theorem 4.2 in [15] without time delays (also see [4,16]) we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ~ = (~, ~2), ~ = (~, ~2) be apa i r  of constant vectors atisfying~ > a > 0 and 
the relations in (3.8), and let ~ -- (~1,~2) and c --- (_Cl,_C2) be the limits in Lamina 3.1. Also, let 
(u( x, t ), v( x, t ) ) be the solution of (1.1) corresponding to an arbitrary nonnegative initial function 
(uo(x), vo(x) ). If-d = _c(= (c~, c~)) and there exists a finite t* >_ 0 such that 
(Cl,C2) ~_~ (U(X,t*), V(X,t*)) ~ (C1,C2) (X E ~'~), (3.14) 
then (u(x, t), v(x,  t)) converges to (cl, c~) on ~ as t - ,  oo. 
To prove the results in Section 2 we need the following lemmas concerning some estimations. 
Let L be a similar diffusion operator as that in (1.2) without the subscript. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let u(x, t) be a function in C(fi x [to, ~) )  A C 2,1(f~ x (to, oo)) such that u(x, to) >_ 
O, 7~ 0 in ~ and 
Ou 
O---t - Lu < u(a - flu) (x C fl, t > to), (3.15) 
Ou 
- -  < o (x ~ Oft, t > to),  
Ou-  
where cr, ~, and to are some constants with a > 0, fl > 0 and to >__ 0. Then, for arbitrary positive 
number z, there exists a finite t* > to such that 
u(x, t) < ~/ f  + e (~ ~ ~), t > t*). (3.16) 
PROOF. Consider the scalar parabolic boundary value problem 
OU 
O--T - LU -- U(a  - f lU )  (x  e f~, t > 0) ,  
OU 
Ou 0 ( x E Of~, t > 0), 
u(x,  0) = u(x, to) > 0, ~ 0 (~ ~ a). 
(3.17) 
It is well known that the solution U(x, t) of (3.17) is positive on ~x (0, c~) and converges uniformly 
on ~ to the unique positive steady-state solution Us (x) --- a / f  as t ~ oc (the convergence was 
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proved in [1, Page 201] and moreover by the Dini's theorem, the convergence is uniform). Define 
v(x,t)  = u(x, t  + to). Then, we have from (3.15) that 
~V 
-~  - Lv <_ v(a - ~v) (x • ~2, t > O), 
Ov 
0--~ <- o (z • oa ,  t > o), 
~(~, 0) = ~(~, to) (~ • a). 
(3.18) 
A comparison between v(x, t) and U(x, t) shows that v(x, t) <_ U(x, t) on f~ x [0, co). Hence for 
arbitrary positive number ¢, there exists a finite tl > 0 such that 
v(x , t )<_a / /~+e (x• f i ,  t>t l ) .  (3.19) 
Let t* --- tl + to. Then t* > to and (3.16) holds. | 
If u(x, t) satisfies the reversed inequalities in (3.15), we have the following result. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u(x,t)  be a function in C(~ x [to, co)) ~ C2'1(f~ x (t0, co)) such that u(x, to) >_ 
O, 7~ 0 in f~ and the reversed inequalities in (3.15) hold. Then, for arbitrary positive number z, 
there exists a finite t* > to such that 
u(x,t)  >_ a /~-  e (x • f], t >_ t*). (3.20) 
PROOF. This follows from the same argument as that in the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let u(x, t) be a function in C(~ × [to, co)) A C2'1(f~ × (to, co)) such that 
~U 
O-t - Lu <_ -au  (x • f~, t > to), 
Ou 
- -<0 (x•Of l ,  t > t0), 
09 -  
u(x, t0) > 0 ,~ 0 (x • ~), 
(3.21) 
where the constants a and to satisfy a > 0 and to >_ O. Then for arbitrary positive number e, 
there exists a finite t* > to such that 
u(x,t)  ~ ~ (x • fi, t > t*). (3.22) 
PROOF. Consider the scalar parabolic boundary value problem, 
OU -~ - LU  = -aU (z • ~, t > 0), 
OU 
o--~ = o (x • oa ,  t > o), 
u(x, 0) = ~(x, to) > 0, ~ 0 (x • a). 
(3.23) 
Then, by the method of upper and lower solutions, we know that the solution U(x, t) of (3.23) is 
positive and 0 < U(x, t) < pe -~t on ~ × (0, oo), where 5 is a constant satisfying 0 < (f < a and p 
is a sufficiently large constant such that p > max~ea u(x, to). This implies that U(x, t) converges 
uniformly to 0 as t --* co. Define v(x, t) = u(z, t + to). A comparison between v(x, t) and U(x, t) 
shows that v(x, t) <<_ U(x, t) on ~ x [0, co). Hence for arbitrary positive number 6, there exists 
a finite tl > 0 such that v(x, t) <_ ~ for all (x, t) E ~) × [tl, co). Let t* -- tl + to. Then, t* > to 
and (3.22) holds. | 
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4. PROOFS OF  THE THEOREMS 
Before proving the results in Section 2 we first notice from Theorem 3.1 that for every nonnega- 
tive initial function (Uo(X), Vo(X)), the corresponding solution of (1.1) is unique and nonnegative. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. PROOF OF (i). We first consider the case of a > 0 and b + da > O. 
The proof is divided into three parts. 
PART I. We construct a pair constant vectors ~. = (51,52) and 6 = (~1,~2) such that 5 > 6 > 0 
and the relations in (3.8) hold. 
Choose a positive number e such that 0 < E < min{a, (b + da)/(d + 1)}. Define ~ = (51,52) 
and 6 = (~1, c2) by 
51=a+c+ G 52=b+d(a+c)+(d+l )G  
(4.1) 
61 = a -  e, c2 = b+ da-  (d+ 1)e. 
A simple calculation shows that the pair ~ = (5~, 52) and 6 = (5~, 52) satisfy ~ > 6 > 0 and the 
relations in (3.8). 
PART I I .  We prove that there exists a finite t* > 0 such that 
(c1,~2) _< (u(x,t*) ,v(x,t*))  <_ (51,~2) (x • ~), (4.2) 
where (51, 52) and (~1, ~2) are defined by (4.1). 
In view of the nonnegative property of u(x, t) and v(x, t) on ~ x (0, co), we have from (1.1) 
that 
Ou 
0--[ - n lu  >_ u(a - u) (x • gt, t > 0), 
Ou (4.3) 
0--~ = o (z • 0R, t > o), 
and 
0--~ - L lu  < u(a  + c - u) (x • f~, t > 0), 
Ou 
- -  = 0 (z • OFt, t > 0). 
Ou 
By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2, there exists a finite tl > 0 such that 
(4.4) 
c l=a-e<u(x , t )<a+c+s=51 (x•(~,  t>t l ) .  (4.5) 
Using the above estimates we have again from (1.1) that 
C~V 
Ot L2v > v(b + da - de - v) (x • f~, t > tl), 
Ov 
0u 0 (x • 0R, t > tl),  
(4.6) 
and 
Ov 
Ot L2v < v(b + d(a + c) + de - v) (x E f~, t > tl), 
Ov 
0v 0 (x • OFt, t >t l ) .  
Again, by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2, there exists a finite t2 > tl such that 
(4.7) 
a2=b+da- (d+l )e<v(x , t )<b+d(a+c)+(d+l )e=52 (x6~t ,  t>t2) .  (4.8) 
Define t* = t2. By (4.5) and (4.8), we conclude (4.2). 
PART I I I .  We prove that the solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) converges to (p~, p~) on ~ as t ~ co. 
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By Lemma 3.1, the sequences (g('~)} = {(~,~),~(m))} and { c--('~)} = t,-~lf[~(m),-~2~(m)~l,J governed 
by (3.11) with (e (°) , _c(°) = (a, 6) defined by (4.1) converge monotonically to the limits g = (e~, ~2) 
and c_ = (_c1,_c2) that satisfy a > g > c > 6 > 0 and the equations in (3.12). Solving system (3.12) 
gives ~1 = _Cl = p~ and ~2 = _c2 = p]. Finally, using the results in Part I and Part II, we have 
from Theorem 3.2 that the solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) converges to (p~, p]) on (t as t --* c~. 
Next, we consider the case of b > 0, a + c > 0 and ao' + b(a + c) > 0. For this case, we choose a 
positive number 6 such that 0 < 6 < min{b, (a~/+b(a+c)) / (a+c+3,+b)},  and define ~. = (~1,52) 
and 6 = (e l ,  c2)  by 
cl = a + c + 6, 52 = b + d(a + c) + (d + 1)6, 
c(b - 6) (4.o) 
C1 = a + - -  6, ~2 = b - 6. 
~/+b-6  
Then, the above pair satisfy ~ _> 6 > 0 and the relations in (3.8). The proof follows from the 
same argument as that for the first case by considering the above pair ~ and 6. This completes 
the proof of (i). 
PROOF OF (ii). Assume that (u~(x),%(x)) is a positive steady- state solution of (1.1). Let 
(u(x,t ) ,v(x,t ) )  = (u~(x),v~(x)) for (x,t) • ~)x [0, ec). Then (u (x , t ) ,v (x , t ) ) i s  the solution of 
(1.1) with the initial function (u0(x), vo(x)) = (us(x),v~(x)). We have from the result (i) of the 
theorem that (u(x, t), v(x, t)) converges to the steady-state solution (p~, p~) on fi as t --* oe. This 
implies (u~(x), %(x)) ---- (p~, p~), and thus, the proof of (ii) is completed. | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. The proof follows from the similar argument as that in the proof 
of (i) of Theorem 2.1 and we give a sketch. Let 6 be a positive number such that 0 < 6 < 
min{a, - (b  + d(a + c))/d}, and define a = (c1,52) and 6 = (c1, c2) by 
Cl --= a Jr- C + 6, 52 -= 6, 
~1 = a - 6, t2 = 0. (4.10) 
It follows from the choice of 6 that the pair ~: and ~. satisfy f: > f: > 0 and the relations in (3.8). 
Moreover, we have 
b + d51 = b + d(a + c + 6) < 0. (4.11) 
Using the similar argument as that in the proof of (i) of Theorem 2.1, we have that there exists 
a finite tl > 0 such that 
Cl--a-6<_u(x,t) <_a+c+6=51 (xE~, t>_tl). (4.12) 
By the above estimate and (1.1), we obtain 
Ov 
cO- -~-L2v<(b+d(a+c+6) )v  (xEf~,  t>t l ) ,  
o~ (4.13) 
- -=0 (x•O~, t>t l ) .  
Ov 
Since b + d(a + c+ 6) < 0 (see (4.11)), we have from Lemma 3.4 that there exists a finite t2 > tl 
such that 
52 ---- 0 <_ v(x,t) ~_ ~ = c2 (x • ~, t >_ t2). (4.14) 
Define t* = t2. Then, we have 
(a~,a~) < (~(~,t*),v(~,t*)) < (hi,a2) (x ~ ~). (4.15) 
Using ~c 1"-(0),-(0)\c2 ) = (51, C2) and (c~°),_c~ ° ) ) _  ---- (Cl,C2) in the iteration process (3.11), we obtain 
two sequences of constant vectors {~(m)} = {(~m) ~m))} and {c (m)} = {(_c~m),_c~m))}. By 
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Lemma 3.1, these two sequences converge monotonically to respective limits ~ = (~1,~2) and 
C = ((21, C2) that  satisfy 
(~1,e2) > (el,e~) _> (-~1,-~) >- (el,a2) 
and the equations in (3.12). Since ~1 > 0 and c2 = 0, we have that ~1 -> Cl > 0 and c (m) = 0 for 
every m which implies _c 2 = 0. On the other hand, we have from (3.12) that c2 = 0 because of 
b - ~2 + d~l <: b + d~ < 0 (see (4.11)). Hence, we have from (3.12) that  ~ = c 1 = a. Finally, by 
an application of Theorem 3.2 the solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) converges to (a, 0) on ft as t -~ ~.  | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. Choose a positive number z such that 0 < ~ < b, and define a -- 
(el, c2) and a = (Cl, C2) by 
Cl = e, C2 = b + (d + 1)z, 
~1 = 0, a2 = b - s. (4.16) 
Then, the above pair satisfy ~ > a > 0 and the relations in (3.8). The proof follows from the 
similar argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 by using the above pair ~ and ~. | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4. PROOF OF (i). We first consider the case o fa+c < 0 and b < 0. Let s 
be an arbitrary positive number such that 0 < E < -b/d. In view of the nonnegative property of 
u(x,t) and v(x,t), we have from (1.1) that  
~U 
0--~ - Llu < (a + c)u (x Eft ,  t > 0), 
Ou 
Ov 0 (x • Oft, t > 0). 
(4.17) 
By Lemma 3.4, there exists a finite t l  > 0 such that 
o <_ u(z, t) <_ ~ (z • ft, t >_ t l) .  (4.18) 
Using the above upper bound, we obtain 
~V 
Ot L2v <_ (b + ds)v (x • ft, t > tl), 
Ov 
Ou 0 (x E Of~, t > tl). 
(4.19) 
Since b + de < 0, we again from Lemma 3.4 that there exists a finite t2 > t l  such that 
o < v(z, t) _< s (x • ~, t > t2). (4.20) 
The relations (4.18) and (4.20) imply that 
(o, o) _ (u(x, t), , (x,  t)) ___ (e, ~) (x e ~, t _> t2). (4.21) 
This proves that (u(x, t), v(x, t)) converges to (0, 0) on • as t --* oo. 
We next consider the case of - c  < a < 0 and b + d(a + c) < 0. Let z be a positive number such 
that 0 < z < -(b + d(a + c))/d, and define e = (~1, c2) and ~ = (cl, ~2) by 
~1 = d2 = 0. (4.22) 
This pair satisfy ~. > a > 0 and the relations in (3.8). In addition, 
b+d5 l=b+d(aTc+s)  <0.  (4.23) 
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By the similar argument as that for the proof of Theorem 2.2, there exists a finite t* > 0 such 
that 
(C1,~2) ___~ (U(X,~;*), V(X,~;*)) __~ (C.1, C2) (ff~ G fi). (4.24) 
Start ing from ,_(0) -(0), and (c~°), ~ °)) ~cl ,% ) = (51,~2) _ _ --- (~l , ~2 ) we construct  two sequences of constant  
vectors {E(m)} = {(E~m),~m))} and {c (m)} = Ls('('~)~-~I ,- 2"(m)~xJ j from the i terat ion process (3.11). By 
Lemma 3.1, these two sequences converge monotonical ly  to the respective l imits E = (cl, c2) and 
_c = (_ci, c2) that satisfy 
(~1,~) > (~l,e~) > (~,,~2) > (~,e~)= (0,0) 
and the equations in (3.12). Since ~1 = 0 and ~2 = 0, we have ~-'lt'(m),-~2"(m)~/ = (0, 0) for every 
m which gives (Cl,C2) = (0,0). On the other hand, the relation b - E2 + d51 < b + d~l < 0 
(see (4.23)) implies ~2 - 0. Hence, the equations in (3.12) are reduced to EI(EX - a) = 0. We 
have E1 = 0 because of ~1 >_ 0 and a < 0. Finally, by an application of Theorem 3.2 the solution 
(u(x, t), v(x, t)) converges to (0, 0) on ~ as t --+ c~. The proof of (i) is completed. 
PROOF OF (ii). Assume that  (us(x), vs(x)) is a nonnegat ive steady- state solut ion of (1.1). Let 
(u (x , t ) ,v (x , t ) )  = (us(x) ,vs (x) )  for (x, t )  • (~ × [0, c~). Then  (u (x , t ) ,v (x , t ) )  is the solution 
of (1.1) corresponding to the init ial  funct ion (u0 (x), v0(x)) = (us (x), Vs (x)). We have from the 
result (i) of the theorem and Remark 2.1 that  (u(x, t), v(x,  t)) converges to (0, 0) on (~ as t ~ ~.  
This implies (us(x), vs(x)) =- (0, 0). | 
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